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Questions to National Parliaments:

General questions:

- Has Directive 38/2004 been implemented in your Member State? Could you provide the 
LIBE Committee with the transposition measures?
- Do you keep qualitative, quantitative and statistical data on the application of Directive 
38/2004? Could you provide the LIBE Committee with such information?

Specific questions:

1. Definitions of spouse and registered partnership in relation to free movement
( Articles 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17)

Does your Member State, in its national law or in reference to the application of the directive: 
- recognise as "spouse" EU and third country same-sex partners of Union citizens?  
- recognise as "partner" EU and third country different-sex registered partners, or also same-
sex partners? 
- facilitate entry and residence for "other" family members and partners, including of same 
sex, and how? Does the term "partners" include cohabitants? 

2. Right of Exit and Right of Entry
(Article 4 and 5)

- Does your Member State impose any restriction to the right of exit and in what cases?
- Are other documents recognised as equivalent to ID or passport or entry visa to enjoy free 
movement?
- According to your national law, are EU citizens and/or his/her family members, obliged to 
hold an ID/passport and is the same obligation imposed to nationals?
- Does your national legislation impose to airlines or other travel companies (Eurostar, Thalys 
or others) to check identity of passengers at borders and on what ground? 
- Shall a EU citizen and/or his/her family members not satisfy the requirements for entry in 
your Member State, what measures would be taken? How do you apply the obligation to "give 
such persons every reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that they are covered by the right of 
free movement and residence"?  

3. Reporting presence
(Article 5.5)

- Does your national legislation require EU citizens and/or their family members to report 
their presence in their territory? Please provide details (to whom, how, when, where...). If so, 
does your Member State provide for sanctions in case EU citizen do not comply? If so, what 
kind of sanction?
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4. Right of residence and conditions
(Article 6, 7 and14)

- How does your Member State count the 3 months period from the date of arrival? If a person 
leaves the host Member State before the end of 3 months period and comes back immediately 
after, does the 3 months period start again? 
- How does your Member State apply the condition of "sufficient resources"? Does national 
legislation take into account the personal situation of the person concerned such as, for 
instance, having a free accommodation? Does national legislation take into account the 
resources of a family member or a partner? Does your Member State assess the condition of 
sufficient resources systematically? Or does it apply a random control system? If so, on what 
basis? What authority is competent for the assessment of the condition of sufficient resources? 
In case local authorities are involved in or are in charge of this assessment, are they allowed 
to issue additional requirements at local level? What kind of requirements?
- How does your Member State apply the condition for persons not to be an "(unreasonable) 
burden on the social assistance system of the host Member State"? Please illustrate in detail: 
basis for the assessment, competent authority and procedure, outcomes / consequences / 
sanctions, verifications, application of the prohibition of systematic verifications and of 
automatic expulsion, related data available, etc.      
- How does your Member State apply the condition for persons to have a "comprehensive 
sickness insurance"? Please illustrate in detail.

5. Registration of Union citizens and their family members, Residence card
(Article 8, 9, 10 and 11)

- Does your Member State require EU citizens and/or their family members to register after 3 
months? Please provide exact details: to what authority, documents and "proofs" required for 
each category of persons, reasons for refusal, deadline for registering after arrival, what 
"proportionate and non-discriminatory" sanctions are imposed are imposed in case of non 
compliance, any statistical or detailed data or information available in relation to registrations, 
etc  

6. Restrictions to free movement and expulsions on grounds of public policy, public 
security and public health
(Article 27 to 29, 31) 

- Does your Member State restrict free movement on grounds of "public policy",  "public 
security" or "public health"? Please provide details on: definitions in national law and 
jurisprudence, authorities involved, possibility for expulsion orders or other measures to be 
issued on these grounds, methods of assessment, implementation of the requirement for the 
personal conduct of the individual concerned to be a "genuine, present and sufficiently serious 
threat affecting one of the fundamental interests of society", of the prohibition for previous 
criminal convictions not to constitute grounds for restrictive measures, etc.    
- How does your Member State take into account the considerations provided in art. 28.1 
before taking an expulsion decision on grounds of public policy and public security? How 
does your Member State define serious and imperative grounds of public policy or public 
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security to order expulsion for permanent residents, more than 10 years residents and minors?
- How many expulsion orders have been issued so far? Please provide quantitative and 
qualitative data available by ground for expulsion, nationality, age, etc

7. Procedural safeguards and redress procedure
(Articles 15, 30 and 31):

- How does your Member State ensure the application of the procedural safeguards provided 
in the Directive? Please illustrate in detail (notification in writing, translations, information
provided, existence of a format, competent authorities to appeal against the decision, deadline 
to leave the country, redress procedure, possibility to request and to suspend the decision, 
proportionality requirement, exclusion orders, etc) 

8. Other issues

- Does your Member State national legislation allow for expulsion orders to be taken as a 
penalty or legal consequence of a custodial penalty (Article 33)?
- How does national legislation implement "abuse of rights or fraud" (Article 35)? 
- "effective and proportionate" sanctions (Article 36): please illustrate in detail which 
sanctions are provided in your national law on the basis of the Directive, type of sanction 
(administrative, civil or criminal), maximum and minimum penalties, detention or other 
restrictive measures, exclusion and expulsion orders, any related data and information.   
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